Celebrity
Couple
Bradley
Cooper & Irina Shayk Have
Discussed Marriage
By Mallory McDonald
Celebrity couple Bradley Cooper and Irina Shayk are getting
serious in their relationship as they discuss the idea of a
celebrity
marriage!
According
to
a
source
from EOnline.com, “They are in an extremely happy place
between the two of them. They have discussed marriage and
kids.” Not only could a celebrity marriage be in the future,
but possibly a celebrity kid as well! The two also plan to
travel for the holidays, and that season is now upon us! A
source shared, “They plan on going on a tropical vacation for
the holidays together with their families and close friends.
Irina and Bradley like to live a private life.” The two are
very supportive of one another and seem to be ready to start
taking the next steps!

This private celebrity couple is
thinking about the future. How do
you know when it’s time to think
about
next
steps
in
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding when your relationship is ready for the next level
can be difficult because you don’t want to move too fast.

Cupid is here to help decide when to make this decision:
1. Supportive: If you and your partner have become supportive
of almost every aspect in each others’ lives separately from
the relationship, this can be a good indicator to take the
next step.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Bradley Cooper & Irina
Shayk Make Red Carpet Debut
2. Understanding: Relationships are far from perfect, and
there will always be ups and downs at every point in the
relationship. If you and your significant other have found
ways to be understanding of one another’s flaws, this is a
good way to determine if you can make that next move.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Lawrence Says Bradley
Cooper Is Her Work Husband
3. Steady: A good indicator that a relationship isn’t ready to
take the next step is when there is constantly a question as
to whether the relationship will last. Once you have been
steadily going in a relationship and don’t see it ending, it
could be time to make the move toward a future together!
How did you know your relationship was ready for the next
step? Comment below.

